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ddiction Treatm
ment
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Countlesss people addiicted to drug
gs, alcohol or both have m
managed to geet clean and sstay clean wiith
the help of
o organizatio
ons like Alcoholics Anonyymous or thee thousands o
of residentiall and outpatient
clinics deevoted to trea
ating addictio
on.
But if you
u have failed one or more times to ach
hieve lasting ssobriety afterr rehab, perh
haps after
spending tens of thou
usands of dolllars, you’re not
n alone. And
d chances arre, it’s not you
ur fault.
Of the 23.5 million teeenagers and adults addictted to alcoho
ol or drugs, on
nly about 1 in
n 10 gets
treatment, which too often
o
fails to keep them drug-free.
d
Maany of these p
programs faiil to use provven
methods to deal with the factors th
hat underlie addiction
a
an
nd set off relaapse.
According
g to recent ex
xaminations of treatmentt programs, m
most are rootted in outdatted methods
rather tha
an newer app
proaches sho
own in scientiific studies to
o be more efffective in helping people
achieve and maintain addiction-frree lives. Peop
ple typically do more reseearch when sshopping for a
new car th
han when seeking treatm
ment for addicction.
A ground
dbreaking rep
port publisheed last year byy the Nationaal Center on Addiction an
nd Substancee
Abuse at Columbia Un
niversity con
ncluded that “the
“
vast majjority of peop
ple in need off addiction
treatment do not receeive anything that approxiimates evide nce-based caare.” The report added, “O
Only
a small frraction of ind
dividuals receeive interventtions or treattment consisstent with sciientific know
wledge
about wh
hat works.”
The Colum
mbia report found
f
that most
m
addiction
n treatment p
providers aree not medicaal professionaals
and are not
n equipped with the kno
owledge, skillls or credentiials needed tto provide thee full range o
of

evidence-based services, including medication and psychosocial therapy. The authors suggested that
such insufficient care could be considered “a form of medical malpractice.”
The failings of many treatment programs — and the comprehensive therapies that have been
scientifically validated but remain vastly underused — are described in an eye-opening new book,
“Inside Rehab,” by Anne M. Fletcher, a science writer whose previous books include the highly
acclaimed “Sober for Good.”
“There are exceptions, but of the many thousands of treatment programs out there, most use exactly
the same kind of treatment you would have received in 1950, not modern scientific approaches,” A.
Thomas McLellan, co-founder of the Treatment Research Institute in Philadelphia, told Ms. Fletcher.
Ms. Fletcher’s book, replete with the experiences of treated addicts, offers myriad suggestions to help
patients find addiction treatments with the highest probability of success.
Often, Ms. Fletcher found, low-cost, publicly funded clinics have better-qualified therapists and
better outcomes than the high-end residential centers typically used by celebrities like Britney Spears
and Lindsay Lohan. Indeed, their revolving-door experiences with treatment helped prompt Ms.
Fletcher’s exhaustive exploration in the first place.
In an interview, Ms. Fletcher said she wanted to inform consumers “about science-based practices
that should form the basis of addiction treatment” and explode some of the myths surrounding it.
One such myth is the belief that most addicts need to go to a rehab center.
“The truth is that most people recover (1) completely on their own, (2) by attending self-help groups,
and/or (3) by seeing a counselor or therapist individually,” she wrote.
Contrary to the 30-day stint typical of inpatient rehab, “people with serious substance
abuse disorders commonly require care for months or even years,” she wrote. “The short-term fix
mentality partially explains why so many people go back to their old habits.”
Dr. Mark Willenbring, a former director of treatment and recovery research at the National Institute
for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, said in an interview, “You don’t treat a chronic illness for four
weeks and then send the patient to a support group. People with a chronic form of addiction need
multimodal treatment that is individualized and offered continuously or intermittently for as long as
they need it.”

Dr. Willenbring now practices in St. Paul, where he is creating a clinic called Alltyr “to serve as a
model to demonstrate what comprehensive 21st century treatment should look like.”
“While some people are helped by one intensive round of treatment, the majority of addicts continue
to need services,” Dr. Willenbring said. He cited the case of a 43-year-old woman “who has been in
and out of rehab 42 times” because she never got the full range of medical and support services she
needed.
Dr. Willenbring is especially distressed about patients who are treated for opioid addiction, then
relapse in part because they are not given maintenance therapy with the drug Suboxone.
“We have some pretty good drugs to help people with addiction problems, but doctors don’t know
how to use them,” he said. “The 12-step community doesn’t want to use relapse-prevention
medication because they view it as a crutch.”
Before committing to a treatment program, Ms. Fletcher urges prospective clients or their families to
do their homework. The first step, she said, is to get an independent assessment of the need for
treatment, as well as the kind of treatment needed, by an expert who is not affiliated with the
program you are considering.
Check on the credentials of the program’s personnel, who should have “at least a master’s degree,”
Ms. Fletcher said. If the therapist is a physician, he or she should be certified by the American Board
of Addiction Medicine.
Does the facility’s approach to treatment fit with your beliefs and values? If a 12-step program like
A.A. is not right for you, don’t choose it just because it’s the best known approach.
Meet with the therapist who will treat you and ask what your treatment plan will be. “It should be
more than movies, lectures or three-hour classes three times a week,” Ms. Fletcher said. “You should
be treated by a licensed addiction counselor who will see you one-on-one. Treatment should be
individualized. One size does not fit all.”
Find out if you will receive therapy for any underlying condition, like depression, or a social problem
that could sabotage recovery. The National Institute on Drug Abuse states in its Principles of Drug
Addiction Treatment, “To be effective, treatment must address the individual’s drug abuse and any
associated medical, psychological, social, vocational, and legal problems.”

Look for programs using research-validated techniques, like cognitive behavioral therapy, which
helps addicts recognize what prompts them to use drugs or alcohol, and learn to redirect their
thoughts and reactions away from the abused substance.
Other validated treatment methods include Community Reinforcement and Family Training, or
Craft, an approach developed by Robert J. Meyers and described in his book, “Get Your Loved One
Sober,” with co-author Brenda L. Wolfe. It helps addicts adopt a lifestyle more rewarding than one
filled with drugs and alcohol.
This is the first of two articles on addiction treatment.
A version of this article appeared in print on 02/05/2013, on page D5 of the NewYork edition with the headline: Effective
Addiction Treatment.

